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Abstract

[Objective] The aim of this paper was to discuss the adaptability of ecological nutritional organs of invasive plants. [Method] By dint
of high-definition display of plant tissue crystal method and paraffin section method, the vegetative organs root, stem and leaf cross-section of the
organizational structure of Asteraceae Ambrosia trifida L. ragweed (Ambrosia trifida L. ) in the suburbs of Changchun City in Jilin Province were
inspected. [Result] The structural basis for ecological invasive plant Ambrosia trifida L. vegetative organs was mainly through strengthening the
roots of water absorption and transporting function, increasing the water storage function of leaf and stem, reducing the water absorption of stem
and leaf for plants to promote water absorption and to enhance the assimilation of leaves to achieve a variety of complex environmental conditions
in the rapid growth and development in order to achieve an ecological invasion. [ Conclusion] The study provided reference for the biological fundamental research of Ambrosia trifida L.
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Ecological nutritional organs of invasive plants have pretty
well adaptability to all kinds of complicated environment, and
can quickly survive and propagate from the environment that
other plant can not endure. It can also result into the transition
of ecosystem structure having advantage in plants competition. Ecological invasive plants usually has negative influences
on agricultural production and can easily break the current ecological balance state, which have certain bad effects on ani-

mals and human beings. The purpose of nutritional organ
structure of ecological invasive plants is to discuss the structure mechanism of ecological invasive plants adapting to various complicated environment and having advantages in competition with other plants, through observation of ecological invasive plants microscopic structure. The positive roles were
discussed of plants ecological invasive structure adaptability
mechanism in real production to the prevention and deduction
of large scale of weeds and ecological environment protection
in China. Ambrosia trifida L. originates from America and
Mexican. It has been widely distributed. Because it has such
strong adaptability that normal weed has difficulty in controlling
its survival and propagation, it has become important target
plant for preventing weeds[1]. The study of Ambrosia trifida L.
in China was mainly about risk analysis, group or cluster distribution and prevention[2-41. The basic study about the ecological invasive biology was insufficient. Therefore, based on
the basic rule that structure is the foundation of function, by
dint of high-definition display of plant tissue crystal method
and paraffin section method, the vegetative organs root, stem
and leaf cross-section of the organizational structure of Asteraceae Ambrosia trifida L. ragweed (Ambrosia trifida L.) in
the suburbs of Changchun City in Jilin Province were inspected, so as to provide reference for the study of the biological
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fundamental research of Ambrosia trifida L.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Ambrosia trifida L. comes from suburbs of Changchun
City in Jilin Province.
Methods
By dint of high-definition display of plant tissue crystal
method and paraffin section method, eternal glasses of crosssection of stem and leaves are made and observed under microscope. By dint of Motic digital microscopic film equipment
or relevant equipment or Motic Images Plus 2.0 software, microscopic film and digital measure were carried out to glasses
symbol under different times.

Results and Analyses
Microscopic structure of root
The root has had secondary structure, which was mainly
composed by periderm and secondary vascular tissue. There
was no marrow in the bone and primary xylem four prototype.
The cork layer of periderm was composed by four to seven
cells. The aperture of the tube of secondary vascular tissue
was large and sparsely distributed. It was existed in single tube
form and sometimes in double tubes. The secondary wood cell
was underdeveloped and wood fiber was rich (Fig.2).

Microscopic structure of stem
The stem was composed by surface skin, cortex and
vascular cylinder; Outer tangential wall of epidermal cell was

thick. The cell was small and tight. The cortex is usually
formed by six to eight layers of small cells, which accounted
for small percentage in cross-section. The number of vascular
bundle was large and tube size was small. It was lined in
short tube. The bast fiber developed in bundle around the
vascular bundle. The marrow and marrow line was developed
and marrow accounted for two third of the stem in stem section. There were many crystal cells in the marrow and medullary ray around vascular bundle ( Fig.3, 4).
Microscopic structure of leaves
The leaves were flat and grid structure was developed.
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Sponge organization cell gridalized and was close to isobilater-

al leaf. The hair of surface skin was developed. The chloroplast of grid structure cell was of one layer and distributed
evenly around cells; cell chloroplast number and distribution in
sponge organization was the same as that in grid organization, only that the cell was short and gap between cells was
larger than the former one. The primary vein was made up by
two to four vascular tissues. There was basic organization being made up by abundant thin organization cell around vascular tissues of primary vein, and many sparse crystal cells.

Fig.1

Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig. 4

Ambrosia trifida L. stem ( x 10 )

Fig.5

Ambrosia trifida L. leaves ( x4)

Fig.6

Ambrosia trifida L. leaves ( x10)

Fig.7

Ambrosia trifida L. leaves ( x40)

Ambrosia trifida L. root ( x4)

Ambrosia trifida L. root ( x10 )

Ambrosia trifida L. stem( x4)

Conclusions and Discussions
The structure corresponding to function is a basic rule of
biological sphere. Environment influences the morphology of
plants[51. The nutrition organ of ecological invasive plant is
similar to that of plants in harsh environment such as saline
and alkaline land and desert. Ecological invasive plant has
good adaptability to various complicated environment[6-101. It
can quickly survive and propagate from the environment that
other plant can not endure. It can also result into the transition
of ecosystem structure having advantage in plants competition. The study of the structure characteristics of nutritional or-

gan of ecological invasive plants had significant importance to
the revealing of ecological invasive mechanism of Ambrosia
trifida L. and effective deduction.

Adaptable structure of root
Experiment suggests that the cork layer of root of Ambrosia trifida L. is developed. Developed cork layer became
the hindrance of plants root and soils, which can effectively
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diminish the influence of surrounding soils on the root, which
made the root full of moisture and not disperse into the soil
solution of low water because of bad environment. The root
has large-sized tube, which can ensure the rapid assimilation
and transportation of moisture and photosynthetic product.
Plants can quickly assimilate moisture and organic nutrition

and leaves' water potential, so as to facilitate plants absorption of moisture and reinforce leaves assimilation to realize
rapid growth in various complicated environment and to effectively realize ecological invasion.

which was beneficial for plants to react rapidly to adverse
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